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The Photoshop website (`www.adobe.com/photoshop`) has an online Learning Area with tutorials to help you learn the basic commands of
the program and how to use its tools. Some software companies make training videos available online. YouTube is a place to watch such
videos. In Figure 5-13, you see a video tutorial on Photoshop on the channel `www.youtube.com/user/practicalphoto`. The difference
between an image editor and a graphics editor is that the graphics editor enables you to draw lines and shapes to help you design images or
perhaps even create a logo. Photoshop is primarily a raster graphics editing program. Figure 5-14 shows a flow chart to help you decide
which program you'd like to use for the specific job at hand. Images created with Photoshop are available for you to save in multiple file
formats: PSD, EPS, TIFF, JPEG, GIF, and PNG. **Figure 5-13:** An online tutorial helps you learn the basics of Photoshop. **Figure
5-14:** On the left, you see a list of the file formats available for you to save your Photoshop image files in. On the right, you see a
flowchart that helps you decide which program suits the job at hand. Photoshop is a raster-based editing program, which means that when
you edit the pixels that make up an image, you're editing the image itself. Vector-based programs such as Adobe Illustrator have no pixel
editing capabilities. In the following sections, we highlight some of Photoshop's best features and show you how to use them effectively.
Photoshop's powerful tools Photoshop is just as powerful as it was when it was first introduced. It's updated regularly and is available for
Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. Illustrator, InDesign, and Corel Draw are Mac-only applications. They're only available for Macs. Among
these three, Illustrator is the best known and most powerful. Corel Draw is a bit on the slow side when it comes to editing, but you can run it
quickly under Windows. InDesign is a bit of a power hog for Macs, but it is fast when using an Intel-based Mac. The reason InDesign gets a
bad rap is that it came before Adobe InCopy, which makes it a poor second choice. InCopy enables you to generate a PDF and print from
one Adobe PDF file,
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With an entry price of around $79, Adobe Photoshop Elements 11 is a convenient and affordable way to get started editing and creating your
images. Adobe Photoshop Elements 11 is available on the web at Photoshop.com, on Amazon, and via Adobe’s App Store for iOS and
Android devices. Which features of Photoshop Elements will be useful to you? Photoshop Elements 11 contains features that photographers,
graphic designers, web designers, and even artists (and especially serious artists) use every day. Here are some of the best features and tools
in the latest version of Photoshop Elements. Simplified Pixels Photoshop Elements 11 has a simplified pixel grid. Instead of seven or
fourteen pixels it uses eight. This makes it easier to understand the relationship between the pixels in an image. Pixels scale, so if you resize
the image the pixel grid will also scale. With the pixel grid more or less uniform, the relationship between colors and pixel values is much
easier to understand. This is particularly helpful for graphic designers, web designers, and people with color blindness (people with
deuteranopia or protanopia cannot see red or green, for example). Beware! — Photoshop Elements will stretch (scale) your images when you
save them. Saving in the Photoshop format will give you a final image that’s slightly larger than the Photoshop file. If you need a smaller
final image, you’ll need to resize your image with a photo editing program. Negative Space Negative space, the space surrounding the
original image, is a great feature if you’re creating a collage or graphic of a photo. You can move the original image into the negative space,
or select the entire image and move it to the top or bottom of the negative space. The original image or individual pixels of the original will
remain in the same position and the image will retain its aspect ratio. The background is usually white. This is a great way to mask out
elements you don’t want in a collage or graphic. Make Sketches With a few clicks you can draw over the original image to add an element
you want to the image. It’s as simple as drawing a line over a portion of the image. You can draw over the entire image or pick an area to
draw in. It’s a great way to add a highlight or key to a portrait. See the 05a79cecff
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Q: Unable to update channel I am using GCP's managed instance. Everything is working fine and I have my GCP instance running in my
project as per this screenshot: This is my backend.yaml file as below. backend: # The path to the API service from the project api_service:
myproject-api # The version of the project to update version: projectVersion # The project ID, we will get this from the service account in
the first step project_id: xxxxxx # The google project name project_name: xxxxx # The namespace of the API service namespace:
myproject # The name of the function that will be exported export_function_name: get # If the function definition of the API service
contains a different file pattern for the API definition than the original one, e.g., if it has a different extension for the API definition file,
please specify it here. api_function_definition_file_pattern: api-definition-file # If the API service definition file does not contain a
matching import declaration for a different API, please specify it here. api_import_declaration_file_pattern: api-import-declaration # If the
API service definition file contains imports for a different API # version, please specify them here. api_import_declaration_version: api-
version When I update this, I get this message: Unable to update channel "APIChannelName" : Either the project's default channel already
exists, or it is not found. Same thing happened for instance name and project name. I have created all the projects on the account. And while
creating another project, I have created a service account and added to the project. Here is the url from gcloud and also json: { "instances": [
{ "name": "APIInstanceName", "zone": "us-central1-a" } ]
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Conflict in the Air: Tiger Air’s President The main reason for the company’s poor performance in the first half of 2012 was the lack of direct
financing from the government, which forced the airline to lay off workers and suspend flights at the end of September, according to Tim
Pringle, CEO and president of Tiger Air Corp. Currently, the only way Tiger Air can keep its planes flying is through air-leasing fees paid by
airlines. Its fleet consists of 14 aircraft, including 10 Boeing 737 MAX aircraft. The low cost carrier has been announcing layoffs and service
suspensions since the end of 2009, to avoid the bankruptcy process. But instead of reducing its workforce, the company increased its payroll
this year by 1,500 jobs. Pringle emphasized that Tiger Air has been receiving subsidies since its inception. This is visible in how the
company is able to lease its aircraft, which otherwise are not cheap. The company’s 10-year capitalization plan is to increase the size of its
base to 1.5 million passengers per year, with 120-125 flights per day. According to Pringle, this is the goal it would have reached by 2012.
Pringle confirmed that the company will continue to use leasing fees and subsidies from local carriers, which are set to be discontinued by
April 2014. The president also disclosed that despite its recent developments, Tiger Air is not planning on reducing its fleet.Henry Smith
(composer) Henry Smith (1908–1986) was an English composer and pianist. He composed song cycles, art songs and oratorios for both
concert performance and the gramophone. He also composed incidental music to several of the plays of John Galsworthy. Life and career
Smith was born in Southwark, London, England. He was a chorister at Chichester Cathedral from 1920 to 1929, and went on to study music
at Loughborough College of Education from 1929 to 1931. In 1931 he became organist and choirmaster at St Mary's Cathedral, Dundee,
where he was appointed Associate Organist in 1932. In 1935, he went on to become Organist at All Saints, Bexley, London. At this time he
also began work as a composer. Smith became organist at St Andrew's, Dunstable in 1943 and retired in 1966. In the 1950s and 1960s Smith
had a busy schedule of composing, including early
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: System Requirements: Linux x64 Windows x64 Mac OS x64 Developer Notes: You must have one project opened in the first
IDE in order to select project properties in the second IDE. Package and deploy from second IDE Requirements: System Requirements:
Linux
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